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Abstract

Deploying models on target domain data subject to distribution shift requires
adaptation. Test-time training (TTT) emerges as a solution to this adaptation
under a realistic scenario where access to full source domain data is not available
and instant inference on target domain is required. Despite many efforts into
TTT, there is a confusion over the experimental settings, thus leading to unfair
comparisons. In this work, we first revisit TTT assumptions and categorize TTT
protocols by two key factors. Among the multiple protocols, we adopt a realistic
sequential test-time training (sTTT) protocol, under which we further develop a
test-time anchored clustering (TTAC) approach to enable stronger test-time feature
learning. TTAC discovers clusters in both source and target domain and match
the target clusters to the source ones to improve generalization. Pseudo label
filtering and iterative updating are developed to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of anchored clustering. We demonstrate that under all TTT protocols
TTAC consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on six TTT datasets.
We hope this work will provide a fair benchmarking of TTT methods and future
research should be compared within respective protocols. A demo code is available
at https://github.com/Gorilla-Lab-SCUT/TTAC.

1 Introduction

The recent success in deep learning is attributed to the availability of large labeled data [15, 40] and
the assumption of i.i.d. between training and test datasets. Such assumptions could be violated when
test data features a drastic difference from the training data, e.g. training on synthetic images and
test on real ones, and this is often referred to as domain shift [22, 2]. To tackle this issue, domain
adaptation (DA) [32] emerges and the labeled training data and unlabeled testing data are often
referred to as source and target data/domains respectively.

The existing DA works either require the access to both source and target domain data during
training [5] or training on multiple domains simultaneously [39]. The former approach renders
the methods restrictive to limited scenarios where source domain data is always available during
adaptation while the latter ones are computationally more expensive. To alleviate the reliance
on source domain data, which may be inaccessible due to privacy issues or storage overhead,
source-free domain adaptation (SFDA) emerges which handles DA on target data without access to
source data [19, 16, 37, 35, 20]. SFDA is often achieved through self-training [19], self-supervised
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learning [20] or introducing prior knowledge [19] and it requires multiple training epochs on the
full target data to allow convergence. Despite easing the dependence on source data, SFDA has
major drawbacks in a more realistic domain adaptation scenario where test data arrives in a stream
and inference or prediction must be taken instantly, and this setting is often referred to as test-time
training (TTT) or adaptation (TTA) [27, 31, 13, 20]. Despite the attractive feature of adaption at
time test, we notice a confusion of what defines a test-time training and as a result comparing apples
and oranges happens frequently in the community. In this work, we first categorize TTT by two
key factors after summarizing various definitions made in existing works. First, under a realistic
TTT setting, test samples are sequentially streamed and prediction must be made instantly upon
the arrival of a new test sample. More specifically, the prediction of test sample XT , arriving at
time stamp T , should not be affected by any subsequent samples, {Xt}t=T+1···∞. Throughout this
work, we refer to the sequential streaming as one-pass adaptation protocol and any other protocols
violating this assumption are called multi-pass adaptation (model may be updated on all test data
for multiple epochs before inference). Second, we notice some recent works must modify source
domain training loss, e.g. by introducing additional self-supervised branch, to allow more effective
TTT [27, 20]. This will introduce additional overhead in the deployment of TTT because re-training
on some source dataset, e.g. ImageNet, is computationally expensive. In this work, we aim to
tackle on the most realistic and challenging TTT protocol, i.e. one-pass test time training with no
modifications to training objective. This setting is similar to TTA proposed in [31] except for not
restricting access to a light-weight information from the source domain. Given the objective of TTT
being efficient adaptation at test-time, this assumption is computationally efficient and improves TTT
performance substantially. We name this new TTT protocol as sequential test time training (sTTT).

We propose two techniques to enable efficient and accurate sTTT. i) We are inspired by the recent
progresses in unsupervised domain adaptation [28] that encourages testing samples to form clusters in
the feature space. However, separately learning to cluster in the target domain without regularization
from source domain does not guarantee improved adaptation [28]. To overcome this challenge, we
identify clusters in both the source and target domains through a mixture of Gaussians with each
component Gaussian corresponding to one category. Provided with the category-wise statistics from
source domain as anchors, we match the target domain clusters to the anchors by minimizing the
KL-Divergence as the training objective for sTTT. Therefore, we name the proposed method test-time
anchored clustering (TTAC). Since test samples are sequentially streamed, we develop an exponential
moving averaging strategy to update the target domain cluster statistics to allow gradient-based
optimization. ii) Each component Gaussian in the target domain is updated by the test sample features
that are assigned to the corresponding category. Thus, incorrect assignments (pseudo labels) will
harm the estimation of component Gaussian. To tackle this issue, we are inspired by the correlation
between network’s stability and confidence and pseudo label accuracy [17, 24], and propose to filter
out potentially incorrect pseudo labels. Component Gaussians are then updated by the samples
that have passed the filtering. To exploit the filtered out samples, we incorporate a global feature
alignment [20] objective. We also demonstrate TTAC is compatible with existing TTT techniques, e.g.
contrastive learning branch [20], if source training loss is allowed to be modified. The contributions
of this work are summarized as below.

• In light of the confusions within TTT works, we provide a categorization of TTT protocols
by two key factors. Comparison of TTT methods is now fair within each category.

• We adopt a realistic TTT setting, namely sTTT. To improve test-time feature learning, we
propose TTAC by matching the statistics of the target clusters to the source ones. The target
statistics are updated through moving averaging with filtered pseudo labels.

• The proposed method is complementary to existing TTT method and is demonstrated on
six TTT datasets, achieving the state-of-the-art performance under all categories of TTT
protocols.

2 Related Work

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. Domain adaptation aims to improve model generalization
when source and target data are not drawn i.i.d. When target data are unlabeled, unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) [5, 29] learns domain invariant feature representations on both source
and target domains to improve generalization. Follow-up works improve UDA by minimizing a
divergence [6, 25, 38], adversarial training [11] or discovering cluster structures in the target data [28].
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Apart from formulating UDA as a task-specific model, re-weighting has been adopted for domain
adaptation by selectively up-weighting conducive samples in the source domain [14, 36]. During
model training, the existing approaches often require access to the source domain data which, however,
may be not accessible due to privacy issues, storage overhead, etc. Therefore, deploying UDA in
more realistic scenarios has inspired research into source-free domain adaptation and test-time
training/adaptation.

Source-Free Domain Adaptation. Without the access to source data, source-free domain adaptation
(SFDA) develops domain adaptation through self-training [19, 16, 13], self-supervised training [20],
clustering in the target domain [37] and feature restoration [4]. It has been demonstrated that SFDA
performs well on seminal domain adaptation datasets even compared against UDA methods [28].
Nevertheless, SFDA requires access to all testing data beforehand and model training must be carried
out iteratively on the testing data. In a more realistic DA scenario where inference and adaptation
must be implemented simultaneously, SFDA will no longer be effective. Moreover, some statistical
information on the source domain does not pose privacy issues and can be exploited to further improve
adaptation on target data.

Test-Time Training. Collecting enough samples from target domain and adapt models in an offline
manner restricts the application to adapting to a static target domain. To allow fast and online
adaptation, test-time training (TTT) [27, 33] or adaptation (TTA) [31] emerges. Despite many recent
works claiming to be test-time training, we notice a severe confusion over the definition of TTT. In
particular, whether training objective must be modified [27, 20] and whether sequential inference on
target domain data is possible [31, 13]. Therefore, to reflect the key challenges in TTT, we define a
setting called sequential test-time training (sTTT) which neither modifies the training objective nor
violates sequential inference. Under the more clear definition, some existing works, e.g. TTT [27]
and TTT++ [20] is more likely to be categorized into SFDA. Several existing works [31, 13] can be
adapted to the sTTT protocol. Tent [31] proposed to adjust affine parameters in the batchnorm layers
to adapt to target domain data. Nevertheless, updating only a fraction of model weights inevitably
leads to limited performance gain on the target domain. T3A [13] further proposed to update classifier
prototype through pseudo labeling. Despite being efficient, updating classifier prototype alone does
not affect feature representation for the target domain. Target feature may not form clusters at all
when the distribution mismatch between source and target is large enough. In this work we propose
to simultaneously cluster on the target domain and match target clusters to source domain classes,
namely anchored clustering. To further constrain feature update, we introduce additional global
feature alignment and pseudo label filtering. Through the introduced anchored clustering, we achieve
test-time training of more network parameters and achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

3 Methodology

In this section we first introduce the anchored clustering objective for test-time training through
pseudo labeling and then describe an efficient iterative updating strategy. An overview of the proposed
pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.1 Anchored Clustering for Test-Time Training

Discovering cluster structures in the target domain has been demonstrated effective for unsupervised
domain adaptation [28] and we develop an anchored clustering on the test data alone. We first use
a mixture of Gaussians to model the clusters in the target domain, here each component Gaussian
represents one discovered cluster. We further use the distributions of each category in the source
domain as anchors for the target distribution to match against. In this way, test data features can
simultaneously form clusters and the clusters are associated with source domain categories, resulting
in improved generalization to target domain. Formally, we first write the mixture of Gaussians in
the source and target domains ps(x) =

∑
k αkN (µsk,Σsk), pt(x) =

∑
k βkN (µtk,Σtk), where

{µk ∈ Rd,Σk ∈ Rd×d} represent one cluster in the source/target domain and d is the dimension of
feature embedding.

Anchored clustering can be achieved by matching the above two distributions and one may directly
minimize the KL-Divergence between the two distribution. Nevertheless, this is non-trivial because
the KL-Divergence between two mixture of Gaussians has no closed-form solution which prohibits
efficient gradient-based optimization. Despite some approximations exist [10], without knowing the
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Figure 1: Overview of TTAC pipeline. i) In the source domain, we calculate category-wise and global
statistics as anchors. ii) In the testing stage, samples are sequentially streamed and pushed into a
fixed-length queue. Clusters in target domain are identified through anchored clustering with pseudo
label filtering. Target clusters are then matched to the anchors in source domain to achieve test-time
training.

semantic labels for each Gaussian component, even a good match between two mixture of Gaussians
does not guarantee target clusters are aligned to the correct source ones and this will severely harm the
performance of test-time training. In light of these challenges, we propose a category-wise alignment.
Specifically, we allocate the same number of clusters in both source and target domains and each
target cluster is assigned to one source cluster. We can then minimize the KL-Divergence between
each pair of clusters as in Eq. 1.

Lac =
∑
k

DKL(N (µsk,Σsk)||N (µtk,Σtk))

=
∑
k

−H(N (µsk,Σsk)) +H(N (µsk,Σsk),N (µtk,Σtk))
(1)

The KL-Divergence can be further decomposed into the entropy H(N (µsk,Σsk)) and cross-entropy
H(N (µsk,Σsk),N (µtk,Σtk)). It is commonly true that the source reference distribution Ps(x) is
fixed thus the entropy term is a constant C and only the cross-entropy term is to be optimized. Given
the closed-form solution to the KL-Divergence between two Gaussian distributions, we now write the
anchored clustering objective as,

Lac =
∑
k

{log
√
2πd|Σtk|+

1

2
(µtk − µsk)

⊤Σ−1
tk (µtk − µsk) + tr(Σ−1

tk Σsk)}+ C (2)

The source cluster parameters can be estimated in an offline manner. These information will not
cause any privacy leakage and only introduces a small computation and storage overheads. In the
next section, we elaborate clustering in the target domain.

3.2 Clustering through Pseudo Labeling

In order to test-time train network with anchored clustering loss, one must obtain target cluster
parameters {µtk,Σtk}. For a minibatch of target test samples Bt = {xi}i=1...NB

at timestamp t, we
first denote the predicted posterior as P t = softmax(h(f(xi))) ∈ [0, 1]B×K where softmax(·),
h(·) and f(·) respectively denote a standard softmax function, the classifier head and backbone
network. The pseudo labels are obtained via ŷi = argmaxk P

t
ik. Given the predicted pseudo labels

we could estimate the mean and covariance for each component Gaussian with the pseudo labeled
testing samples. However, pseudo labels are always subject to model’s discrimination ability. The
error rate for pseudo labels is often high when the domain shift between source and target is large,
directly updating the component Gaussian is subject to erroneous pseudo labels, a.k.a. confirmation
bias [1]. To reduce the impact of incorrect pseudo labels, we first adopt a light-weight temporal
consistency (TC) pseudo label filtering approach. Compared to co-teaching [7] or meta-learning [18]
based methods, this light-weight method does not introduce additional computation overhead and
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is therefore more suitable for test-time training. Specifically, to alleviate the impact from the noisy
predictions, we calculate the temporal exponential moving averaging posteriors P̃ t ∈ [0, 1]N×K as
below,

P̃ t
i = (1− ξ) ∗ P̃ t−1

i + ξ ∗ P t
i , s.t. P̃ 0

i = P 0
i (3)

The temporal consistency filtering is realized as in Eq. 4 where τTC is a threshold determining the
maximally allowed difference in the most probable prediction over time. If the posterior deviate from
historical value too much, it will be excluded from target domain clustering.

FTC
i = 1((P t

ik̂
− P̃ t−1

ik̂
) > τTC), s.t. k̂ = argmax

k
(P t

ik) (4)

Due to the sequential inference, test samples without enough historical predictions may still pass the
TC filtering. So, we further introduce an additional pseudo label filter directly based on the posterior
probability as,

FPP
i = 1(P̃ t

ik̂
> τPP ) (5)

By filtering out potential incorrect pseudo labels, we update the component Gaussian only with the
leftover target samples as below.

µtk =

∑
i

FTC
i FPP

i 1(ŷi = k)f(xi)∑
i

FTC
i FPP

i 1(ŷi = k)
, Σtk =

∑
i

FTC
i FPP

i 1(ŷi = k)(f(xi)− µtk)
⊤(f(xi)− µtk)∑

i

FTC
i FPP

i 1(ŷi = k)

(6)

3.3 Global Feature Alignment

As discussed above, test samples that do not pass the filtering will not contribute to the estimation of
target clusters. Hence, anchored clustering may not reach its full potential without the filtered test
samples. To exploit all available test samples, we propose to align global target data distribution to the
source one. We define the global feature distribution of the source data as p̂s(x) = N (µs,Σs) and the
target data as p̂t(x) = N (µt,Σt). To align two distributions, we again minimize the KL-Divergence
as,

Lga = DKL(p̂s(x)||p̂t(x)) (7)

Similar idea has appeared in [20] which directly matches the moments between source and target
domains [38] by minimizing the F-norm for the mean and covariance, i.e. ||µt−µs||22+ ||Σt−Σs||2F .
However, designed for matching complex distributions represented as drawn samples, central moment
discrepancy [38] requires summing infinite central moment discrepancies and the ratios between
different order moments are hard to estimate. For matching two parameterized Gaussian distributions
KL-Divergence is more convenient with good explanation from a probabilistic point of view. Finally,
we add a small constant to the diagonal of Σ for both source and target domains to increase the
condition number for better numerical stability.

3.4 Efficient Iterative Updating

Despite the distribution for source data can be trivially estimated from all available training data
in a totally offline manner, estimating the distribution for target domain data is not equally trivial,
in particular under the sTTT protocol. In a related research [20], a dynamic queue of test data
features are preserved to dynamically estimate the statistics, which will introduce additional memory
footprint [20]. To alleviate the memory cost we propose to iteratively update the running statistics
for Gaussian distribution. Formally, we define t-th test minibatch as Bt = {xi}i=1···NB

. Denoting
the running mean and covariance at step t as µt and Σt, we present the rules to update the mean and
covariance in Eq. 8. More detailed derivations and update rules for per cluster statistics are deferred
to the Appendix.

µt = µt−1 + δt, Σt = Σt−1 + at
∑
xi∈B

{(f(xi)− µt−1)⊤(f(xi)− µt−1)− Σt−1} − δt
⊤
δt

δt = at
∑
xi∈B

(f(xi)− µt−1), N t = N t−1 + |Bt|, at =
1

N t

(8)
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Additionally, N t grows larger overtime. New test samples will have smaller contribution to the
update of target domain statistics when N t is large enough. As a result, the gradient calculated from
current minibatch will vanish. To alleviate this issue, we impose a clip on the value of αt as below.
As such, the gradient can maintain a minimal scale even if N t is very large.

at =

{ 1
Nt N t < Nclip

1
Nclip

others (9)

3.5 TTAC Training Algorithm

We summarize the training algorithm for the TTAC in Algo. 1. For effective clustering in target
domain, we allocate a fixed length memory space, denoted as C ∈ RNC×H×W×3, to store the recent
testing samples. In the sTTT protocol, we first make instant prediction on each testing sample,
and only update the model when NB testing samples are accumulated. TTAC can be efficiently
implemented, e.g. with two devices, one is for continuous inference and another is for model updating.
Algorithm 1: Test-Time Anchored Clustering Training Algorithm
input :A new testing sample batch Bt = {xi}i=1...NB

.
# Update the testing sample queue C.
Ct = Ct \ Bt−NC/NB , Ct = Ct

⋃
Bt

for 1 to Nitr do
for minibatch {xt

k}Nk=1 in Ct do
# Obtain the predicted posterior and pseudo labels
P t
i = softmax(h(f(xt

i))), ŷti = argmaxk(P
t
ik)

# Calculate the global and per-cluster running mean and covariance by Eq. 8
µt, Σt, {µt

k}, {Σt
k}

# Optimize the combined loss by Eq. 2 and Eq. 7
L = Lac + λLga

update network f to minimize L

4 Experiment
In this section, we first compare various existing methods based on the two key factors. Evaluation is
then carried out on six test-time training datasets. We then ablate the components of TTAC. Further
analysis on the cumulative performance, qualitative insights, etc. are provided at the end.

4.1 Datasets

We evaluate on 6 test-time training datasets and report the classification error rate (%) throughout
the experiment section. To evaluate the test-time training efficacy on corrupted target images, we
use CIFAR10-C/CIFAR100-C [9], each consisting of 10/100 classes with 50,000 training samples
of clean data and 10,000 corrupted test samples. We further evaluate test-time training on hard
target domain samples with CIFAR10.1 [23], which contains around 2,000 difficult testing images
sampled over years of research on the original CIFAR-10 dataset. To demonstrate the ability to
do test-time training for synthetic data to real data transfer we further use VisDA-C [21], which
is a challenging large-scale synthetic-to-real object classification dataset, consisting of 12 classes,
152,397 synthetic training images and 55,388 real testing images. To evaluate large-scale test-time
training, we use ImageNet-C [9] which consists of 1,000 classes and 15 types of corruptions on the
50,000 testing samples. Finally, to evaluate test-time training on 3D point cloud data, we choose
ModelNet40-C [26], which consists of 15 common and realistic corruptions of point cloud data, with
9,843 training samples and 2,468 test samples.

4.2 Experiment Settings

Hyperparameters. We use the ResNet-50 [8] for image datasets and the DGCNN [34] on
ModelNet40-C. We optimize the backbone network f(·) by SGD with momentum on all datasets. On
CIFAR10-C/CIFAR100-C and CIFAR10.1, we use (batchsize) BS = 256 and (learning rate) LR = 0.01,
0.0001, 0.01 respectively. On VisDA-C we use BS = 128 and LR = 0.0001, and on ModelNet40-C
we use BS = 64 and LR = 0.001. More details of hyperparameters can be found in the Appendix.

Test-Time Training Protocols. We categorize test-time training based on two key factors. First,
whether the training objective must be changed during training on the source domain, we use Y and N
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to indicate if training objective is allowed to be changed or not respectively. Second, whether testing
data is sequentially streamed and predicted, we use O to indicate a sequential One-pass inference
and M to indicate non-sequential inference, a.k.a. Multi-pass inference. With the above criteria,
we summarize 4 test-time training protocols, namely N-O, Y-O, N-M and Y-M, and the strength of
the assumption increases from the first to the last protocols. Our sTTT setting makes the weakest
assumption, i.e. N-O. Existing methods are categorized by the four TTT protocols, we notice that
some methods can operate under multiple protocols

Competing Methods. We compare the following test-time training methods. Direct testing (TEST)
without adaptation simply do inference on target domain with source domain model. Test-time
training (TTT-R) [27] jointly trains the rotation-based self-supervised task and the classification task
in the source domain, and then only train the rotation-based self-supervised task in the streaming test
samples and make the predictions instantly. The default method is classified into the Y-M protocol.
Test-time normalization (BN) [12] moving average updates the batch normalization statistics by
streamed data. The default method follows N-M protocol and can be adapted to N-O protocol.
Test-time entropy minimization (TENT) [31] updates the parameters of all batch normalization by
minimizing the entropy of the model predictions in the streaming data. By default, TENT follows
the N-O protocol and can be adapted to N-M protocol. Test-time classifier adjustment (T3A) [13]
computes target prototype representation for each category using streamed data and make predictions
with updated prototypes. T3A follows the N-O protocol by default. Source Hypothesis Transfer
(SHOT) [19] freezes the linear classification head and trains the target-specific feature extraction
module by exploiting balanced category assumption and self-supervised pseudo-labeling in the target
domain. SHOT by default follows the N-M protocol and we adapt it to N-O protocol. TTT++ [20]
aligns source domain feature distribution, whose statistics are calculated offline, and target domain
feature distribution by minimizing the F-norm between the mean covariance. TTT++ follows the Y-M
protocol and we adapt it to N-O (removing contrastive learning branch) and Y-O protocols. Finally,
we present our own approach, TTAC, which only requires a single pass on the target domain and
does not have to modify the source training objective. We further modify TTAC for Y-O, N-M and
Y-M protocols, for Y-O and Y-M we incorporate an additional contrastive learning branch [20]. We
could further combine TTAC with additional diversity loss and entropy minimization loss introduced
in SHOT [19], denoted as TTAC+SHOT.

4.3 Test-Time Training on Corrupted Target Domain

We present the test-time training results on CIFAR10/100-C and ModelNet40-C datasets in Tab. 1,
and the results on ImageNet-C dataset in Tab. 2. We make the following observations from the results.

sTTT (N-O) Protocol. We first analyze the results under the proposed sTTT (N-O) protocol. Our
method outperforms all competing ones by a large margin. For example, 3% improvement is observed
on both CIFAR10-C and CIFAR100-C from the previous best (TTT++) and 5-13% improvement is
observed on ImageNet-C compared with BN and TENT, and TTAC is superior in average accuracy
and outperforms on 9 out of 15 types of corruptions compared with SHOT on ImageNet-C. We further
combine TTAC with the class balance assumption made in SHOT (TTAC+SHOT). With the stronger
assumptions out method can further improve upon TTAC alone, in particular on ModelNet40-C
dataset. This result demonstrates TTAC’s compatibility with existing methods.

Alternative Protocols. We further compare different methods under N-M, Y-O and Y-M protocols.
Under the Y-O protocol, TTT++ [20] modifies the source domain training objective by incorporating
a contrastive learning branch [3]. To compare with TTT++, we also include the contrastive branch and
observe a clear improvement on both CIFAR10-C and CIFAR100-C datasets. More TTT methods can
be adapted to the N-M protocol which allows training on the whole target domain data multiple epochs.
Specifically, we compared with BN, TENT and SHOT. With TTAC alone we observe substantial
improvement on all three datasets and TTAC can be further combined with SHOT demonstrating
additional improvement. Finally, under the Y-M protocol, we demonstrate very strong performance
compared to TTT-R and TTT++. It is also worth noting that TTAC under the N-O protocol can
already yield results close to TTT++ under the Y-M protocol, suggesting the strong test-time training
ability of TTAC even under the most challenging TTT protocol.

4.4 Additional Datasets

TTT on Hard Samples. CIFAR10.1 contains roughly 2,000 new test images that were re-sampled
after the research on original CIFAR-10 dataset, which consists of some hard samples and reflects the
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Table 1: Comparison under different TTT protocols. Y/N indicates modifying source domain training
objective or not. O/M indicate one pass or multiple passes test-time training. C10-C, C100-C and
MN40-C refer to CIFAR10-C, CIFAR100-C and ModelNet40-C datasets respectively. All numbers
indicate error rate in percentage.

Method TTT Protocol Assum. Strength C10-C C100-C MN40-C

TEST - - 29.15 60.34 34.62

BN [12] N-O Weak 15.49 43.38 26.53
TENT [31] N-O Weak 14.27 40.72 26.38
T3A [13] N-O Weak 15.44 42.72 24.57
SHOT [19] N-O Weak 13.95 39.10 19.71
TTT++ [20] N-O Weak 13.69 40.32 -
TTAC (Ours) N-O Weak 10.94 36.64 22.30
TTAC+SHOT (Ours) N-O Weak 10.99 36.39 19.21
TTT++ [20] Y-O Medium 13.00 35.23 -
TTAC (Ours) Y-O Medium 10.69 34.82 -

BN [12] N-M Medium 15.70 43.30 26.49
TENT [31] N-M Medium 12.60 36.30 21.23
SHOT [19] N-M Medium 14.70 38.10 15.99
TTAC (Ours) N-M Medium 9.42 33.55 16.77
TTAC+SHOT (Ours) N-M Medium 9.54 32.89 15.04
TTT-R [27] Y-M Strong 14.30 40.40 -
TTT++ [20] Y-M Strong 9.80 34.10 -
TTAC (Ours) Y-M Strong 8.52 30.57 -

Table 2: Test-time training on ImageNet-C under the sTTT (N-O) protocol.
Method Birt Contr Defoc Elast Fog Frost Gauss Glass Impul Jpeg Motn Pixel Shot Snow Zoom Avg

TEST 38.82 89.55 82.23 87.13 64.84 76.83 97.34 90.50 97.76 68.31 83.60 80.37 96.74 82.22 74.31 80.70
BN (N-O) 32.33 50.93 81.28 52.98 42.21 64.13 83.25 83.64 82.52 59.18 66.23 49.45 82.59 62.34 52.51 63.04

TENT (N-O) 31.39 40.27 75.68 42.03 35.38 64.32 84.92 84.96 81.43 46.84 49.48 39.77 84.21 49.23 43.49 56.89
SHOT (N-O) 30.69 37.69 61.97 41.30 34.74 54.19 76.33 71.94 74.24 46.50 47.98 38.88 70.60 46.09 40.74 51.59
TTAC (N-O) 30.36 38.84 69.06 39.67 36.01 50.20 66.18 70.17 64.36 45.59 51.77 39.72 62.43 44.56 42.80 50.11

normal domain shift in our life. The results in Table. 3 demonstrate our method is better able to adapt
to the normal domain shift.

TTT on Synthetic to Real Adaptation. VisDA-C is a large-scale benchmark of synthetic-to-real
object classification dataset. The setting of training on a synthetic dataset and testing on real data
fits well with the real application scenario. On this dataset, we conduct experiments with our
method under the N-O, Y-O and Y-M protocols and other methods under respective protocols, results
are presented in Table. 5. We make the following observations. First, our method (TTAC Y-O)
outperforms all methods except TTT++ under the Y-M protocol. This suggests TTAC is able to be
deployed in the realistic test-time training protocol. Moreover, if training on the whole target data is
allowed, TTAC (Y-M) further beats TTT++ by a large margin, suggesting the effectiveness of TTAC
under a wide range of TTT protocols.

Table 3: Test-time training on CIFAR10.1.
TEST BN TTT-R TENT SHOT TTT++ TTAC

12.1 14.1 11.0 13.4 11.1 9.5 9.2

Table 4: Source-free sTTT on CIFAR10-C.
TEST BN TENT T3A SHOT TTAC TTAC+SHOT

29.15 15.49 14.27 15.44 13.95 13.74 13.35

4.5 Ablation Study

We conduct ablation study on CIFAR10-C dataset for individual components, including anchored clus-
tering, pseudo label filtering, global feature alignment and finally the compatibility with contrastive
branch [20]. For anchored clustering alone, we use all testing samples to update cluster statistics. For
pseudo label filtering alone, we implement as predicting pseudo labels followed by filtering, then
pseudo labels are used for self-training. We make the following observations from Tab. 6. Under both
N-O and N-M protocols, introducing anchored clustering or pseudo label filtering alone improves
over the baseline, e.g. under N-O 29.15% → 14.32% for anchored clustering and 29.15% → 15.00%
for pseudo label filtering. When anchored clustering is combined with pseudo label filtering, we
observe a significant boost in performance. This is due to more accurate estimation of category-wise
cluster in the target domain and this reflects matching directly in the feature space may be better than
minimizing cross-entropy with pseudo labels. We further evaluate aligning global features alone
with KL-Divergence. This achieves relatively good performance and obviously outperforms the L2
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Table 5: Test-time training on VisDA. The numbers for competing methods are inherited from [20].
Method Plane Bcycl Bus Car Horse Knife Mcycl Person Plant Sktbrd Train Truck Per-class

TEST 56.52 88.71 62.77 30.56 81.88 99.03 17.53 95.85 51.66 77.86 20.44 99.51 65.19
BN (N-M) [12] 44.38 56.98 33.24 55.28 37.45 66.60 16.55 59.02 43.55 60.72 31.07 82.98 48.99
TENT (N-M) [31] 13.43 77.98 20.17 48.15 21.72 82.45 12.37 35.78 21.06 76.41 34.11 98.93 45.21
SHOT (N-M) [19] 5.73 13.64 23.33 42.69 7.93 86.99 19.17 19.97 11.63 11.09 15.06 43.26 25.04
TFA (N-M) [20] 28.25 32.03 33.67 64.77 20.49 56.63 22.52 36.30 24.84 35.20 25.31 64.24 37.02
TTT++ (Y-M) [20] 4.13 26.20 21.60 31.70 7.43 83.30 7.83 21.10 7.03 7.73 6.91 51.40 23.03

TTAC (N-O) 18.54 40.20 35.84 63.11 23.83 39.61 15.51 41.35 22.97 46.56 25.24 67.81 36.71
TTAC (Y-O) 7.19 29.99 22.52 56.58 8.14 18.41 8.25 22.28 10.18 23.98 13.55 67.02 24.01
TTAC (Y-M) 2.74 17.73 18.91 43.12 5.54 12.24 4.66 15.90 4.77 10.78 9.75 62.45 17.38

TEST

BN (N-O)

TENT (N-O)

SHOT (N-O)

TTT++ (Y-O)

T3A (N-O)

OURS (N-O)

OURS (Y-O)

CIFAR10-C CIFAR100-C

(a) Test-time cumulative error (b) TTT++ Feature (c) TTAC Feature

Figure 2: (a) Comparison of test-time cumulative error under one-pass protocol. (b) T-SNE visualiza-
tion of TTT++ feature embedding. (c) T-SNE visualization of TTAC feature embedding.

distance alignment adopted in [20]. Finally, we combine all three components and the full model
yields the best performance. When contrast learning branch is included, TTAC achieves even better
results.

Table 6: Ablation study for individual components on CIFAR10-C dataset.
TTT Protocol - N-O Y-O N-M Y-M

Anchored Cluster. - ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Pseudo Label Filter. - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Global Feat. Align. - - - - KLD KLD KLD - - L2 Dist.[20] KLD KLD KLD
Contrast. Branch [20] - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓
Avg Acc 29.15 14.32 15.00 11.33 11.72 10.94 10.69 11.11 10.01 11.87 10.8 9.42 8.52

4.6 Additional Analysis

Cumulative performance under sTTT. We illustrate the cumulative error under the sTTT protocol
in Fig. 2 (a). For both datasets TTAC outperforms competing methods from the early stage of
test-time training. The advantage is consistent throughout the TTT procedure.

TSNE Visualization of TTAC features. We provide qualitative results for test-time training by
visualizing the adapted features through T-SNE [30]. In Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 2 (c), we compared the
features learned by TTT++ [20] and TTAC (Ours). We observe a better separation between classes
by TTAC, implying an improved classification accuracy.

Source-Free Test-Time Training. TTT aims to adapt model to target domain data by doing simulta-
neous training and sequential inference. It has been demonstrated some light-weight information,
e.g. statistics, from source domain will greatly improve the efficacy of TTT. Nevertheless, under
a more strict scenario where source domain information is strictly blind, TTAC can still exploit
classifier prototypes to facilitate anchored clustering. Specifically, we normalize the category-wise
weight vector with the norm of corresponding target domain cluster center as prototypes. Then, we
build source domain mixture of Gaussians by taking prototypes as mean with a fixed covariance
matrix. The results on CIFAR10-C are presented in Tab. 4. It is clear that even without any statistical
information from source domain, TTAC still outperforms all competing methods.

Test Sample Queue and Update Epochs. Under the sTTT protocol, we allow all competing
methods to maintain the same test sample queue and multiple update epochs on the queue. To analyse
the significance of the sample queue and update epochs, we evaluate BN, TENT, SHOT and TTAC
on CIFAR10-C and ImageNet-C level 5 snow corruption evaluation set under different number of
update epochs on test sample queue and under a without queue protocol, i.e. only update model w.r.t.
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the current test sample batch. As the results presented in Tab. 7, we make the following observations.
i) Maintaining a sample queue can substantially improve the performance of methods that estimate
target distribution, e.g. TTAC (11.91 → 10.88 on CIFAR10-C) and SHOT (15.18 → 13.96 on
CIFAR10-C). This is due to more test samples giving a better estimation of true distribution. ii)
Consistent improvement can be observed with increasing update epochs for SHOT and TTAC. We
ascribe this to iterative pseudo labeling benefiting from more update epochs.

Table 7: Comparing with and without test sample queue and different numbers of model update
epochs. w/ Queue maintains a test sample queue with 4096 samples; w/o Queue maintains a single
mini-batch with 256 and 128 samples on CIFAR10-C and ImageNet-C respectively.

CIFAR10-C ImageNet-C

w/ Queue w/o Queue w/ Queue w/o Queue

#Epochs 1 2 3 4* 1 1 2* 1

BN 15.84 15.99 16.04 16.00 15.44 62.34 62.34 62.59
TENT 13.35 13.83 13.85 13.87 13.48 47.82 49.23 48.39
SHOT 13.96 13.93 13.83 13.75 15.18 46.91 46.09 51.46
TTAC 10.88 10.80 10.58 9.96 11.91 45.44 44.56 46.64

Computation Cost Measured in Wall-Clock Time. Test sample queue and multiple update epochs
introduce additional computation overhead. To investigate the impact on efficiency, we measure the
overall wall time as the time elapsed from the beginning to the end of test-time training, including
all I/O overheads. The per-sample wall time is then calculated as the overall wall time divided by
the number of test samples. We report the per-sample wall time (in seconds) for BN, TENT, SHOT
and TTAC in Tab. 8 under different update epoch settings and without queue setting. The Inference
row indicates the per-sample wall time in a single forward pass including the data I/O overhead. We
observe that, under the same experiment setting, BN and TENT are more computational efficient,
but TTAC is only twice more expensive than BN and TENT if no test sample queue is preserved
(0.0083 v.s. 0.0030/0.0041) while the performance of TTAC w/o queue is still better than TENT
(11.91 v.s. 13.48). In summary, TTAC is able to strike a balance between computation efficiency and
performance depending on how much computation resource is available. This suggests allocating a
separate device is only necessary when securing best performance is the priority.

Table 8: The per-sample wall time (measured in seconds) on CIFAR10-C under sTTT protocol.
w/ Queue w/o Queue

#Epochs 1 2 3 4 1

BN 0.0136 0.0220 0.0293 0.0362 0.0030
TENT 0.0269 0.0399 0.0537 0.0663 0.0041
SHOT 0.0479 0.0709 0.0942 0.1183 0.0067
TTAC 0.0516 0.0822 0.1233 0.1524 0.0083

Inference 0.0030 0.0030 0.0030 0.0030 0.0030

5 Conclusion
Test-time training (TTT) tackles the realistic challenges of deploying domain adaptation on-the-fly.
In this work, we are first motivated by the confused evaluation protocols for TTT and propose
two key criteria, namely modifying source training objective and sequential inference, to further
categorize existing methods into four TTT protocols. Under the most realistic protocol, i.e. sequential
test-time training (sTTT), we develop a test-time anchored clustering (TTAC) approach to align target
domain features to the source ones. Unlike batchnorm and classifier prototype updates, anchored
clustering allows all network parameters to be trainable, thus demonstrating stronger test-time
training ability. We further propose pseudo label filtering and an iterative update method to improve
anchored clustering and save memory footprint respectively. Experiments on six datasets verified the
effectiveness of TTAC under sTTT as well as other TTT protocols.
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[N/A] . You are strongly encouraged to include a justification to your answer, either by referencing
the appropriate section of your paper or providing a brief inline description. For example:

• Did you include the license to the code and datasets? [Yes] See Section ??.
• Did you include the license to the code and datasets? [No] The code and the data are

proprietary.
• Did you include the license to the code and datasets? [N/A]

Please do not modify the questions and only use the provided macros for your answers. Note that the
Checklist section does not count towards the page limit. In your paper, please delete this instructions
block and only keep the Checklist section heading above along with the questions/answers below.

1. For all authors...
(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s

contributions and scope? [Yes]
(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [Yes] We have discussed the assump-

tions and evaluation protocols explicitly.
(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [N/A]
(d) Have you read the ethics review guidelines and ensured that your paper conforms to

them? [Yes]
2. If you are including theoretical results...

(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]
(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]

3. If you ran experiments...
(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experi-

mental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? [Yes] We release the
code in GitHub repository, whose URL is provided at the abstract part.

(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they
were chosen)? [Yes] Please see the experiment section and Appendix.

(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experi-
ments multiple times)? [N/A] The randomness is negligible.

(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type
of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [Yes] Please see the Appendix.
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(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes] We have properly
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(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [N/A]
(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [No]

No additional data is involved.
(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re

using/curating? [N/A]
(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable

information or offensive content? [N/A] No personally identifiable information is used.
5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects...

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if
applicable? [N/A]

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approvals, if applicable? [N/A]
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